1 effectively. Clinical empathy is then the application of this process of understanding and communicating by a healthcare provider in his/her encounters with patients and their caretakers. The process, on the part of healthcare provider, thus involves thinking and feeling for understanding (cognitive domain), and acting for communicating the felt thoughts (behavioral domain) in a manner that improves patient's emotional state (affective domain). Sulzer et. al. 
How does empathy help?
One may argue that a physician only requires the scientific knowledge and skills for diagnosis and treatment of diseases. It does not matter whether the physician shows (or does not show) empathy to his/her patients if he/she has the required knowledge and skills to do the job. This is not true. The primary purpose of a physician's profession is to enhance patients' well-being, both physical and emotional. Therefore, I believe, a physician who does not satisfy his/her patients' emotional needs cannot be c o n s i d e r e d c o m m i t t e d t o p r o f e s s i o n a l responsibilities. This does not imply that to show empathy the physician should share patients' emotions (and become anxious if the patient is anxious). It suggests that the physician should "address" the emotions of their patients. For example, there are several ways how a physician can respond to his/her patient who refuses to take medication for illness. One response could be to try to convince the patient with scientific reasoning by giving advantages of taking the medication and consequences for not taking them. Another way would be to try to understand why patient is refusing. Both responses show physician's good intentions towards his/her patient-care. However, the latter method is more likely to emotionally satisfy the patient and have higher chance that the physician may succeed in his/her intentions. Literature on physician empathy also support this view. There is evidence through empirical research that shows empathy to be helpful in improving patient outcomes, not only in terms of patient satisfaction with psychological interventions but also in 4 therapeutic interventions. In addition, empathy has also shown to be a factor for enhancing 5 satisfaction for the medical professionals. Physicians who show empathy towards their patients are found to be more satisfied with their work, are less stressed, and enjoy better overall 6, 7 health. Empathy in medical education: Effective communication in clinical encounters is one of the primary learning outcomes in graduate medical education. The national and international medical registration bodies consider empathy to be a basic component in the competencies to be acquired in undergraduate medical education. This is reflected in PM&DC curriculum, that deliberates empathy as a vital part of attributes for developing 8 medical professionals. Hence, professional bodies and medical educators increasingly recognize the importance of empathy. However, consensus is still lacking on how to teach, assess and evaluate empathy in medical education, 9 especially from a culturally relevant perspective. Studies conducted in Pakistan have shown significantly low levels of empathy in our medical 10, 11 students. Though the studies are few with small samples, however, the findings are alarming. They reflect on the need to enhance students' learning for empathy in our medical curriculum. This can be achieved if our educators and educationists deliberately focus on the issue of improving the curriculum for ethics and professionalism, that incorporates clinical empathy.
